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1. Summary 
Throughout, let R be a ring (associative, with 1) and it4 be a finitely generated 
right R-module. 
Recall that R is said to be regular if for every ae R there exists an XE R such that 
axa = a. And R is n-regular if for every a E R there exist a positive integer n, and an 
XE R such that a”=a*xa”; for the least such n for a we write h(a) for a”. Thus if R is 
regular, then h(a) =a for all aE R. 
In Section 2, below, we extend [6; 6.2) from regular rings to n-regular rings to 
obtain the following technical but useful result. (For unexplained terms see Section 
2). 
Theorem A. Let R be a n-regular ring. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Every primitive factor ring of R is artinian. 
(b) For any countable sequence of orthogonal idempotents in R,e~,et, .. . , and 
countable sequence of elements of R,xl,xz, . . . , there is a positive integer n such that 
h(-.- h(h(elxl)ezxz) s.0 enxn) =O. 
(c) For every subring S of R and every ideal I of S, if I is n-regular in S and S/I is 
n-regular, then every primitive factor ring of S/I is artinian. 
(d) Every indecomposable semisimple factor ring of R is artinian. 
(e) (The E-condition [3]). It is not the case that there is an infinite sequence of sets 
ofmatrixunitsinR{{ej;h’}~~~,}~~,withn~<n~~~~~ande~~f1’~e~~’Re~~’forall h. 
We say R is strongly n-regular if for each a E R there exist a positive integer n and 
an XE R such that a”= a”+ ‘x. By results of Azumaya [2] and Dischinger [5, 71, x can 
be choosen to commute with a, so this definition is left-right symmetric (and then 
a” = a”x”a”, so such a ring is, in particular, n-regular). We say R has stable range 1 if 
whenever aR + bR = R there exists CE R such that a+ bc is a unit. We prove the 
following in Section 2. 
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Theorem B. Zf R is a n-regular ring whose primitive factor rings are artinian, then R 
is strongly n-regular and has stable range 1. 
For any positive integer n, R is said to have index (of nilpotency) at most n if 
r”=O for every nilpotent element r of R. On strongly n-regular rings this is 
equivalent to saying that for every a E R there exists an XE R such that a*=a”+ *x 
(and ax=xa), cf. [2] (so every factor ring of R has index at most n). This 
equivalence xtends to n-regular rings by Theorem B and the following result, also 
proved in Section 2. 
Theorem C. If R is a n-regular ring of index at most n, then the primitive factor 
rings of R are artinian (of index at most n). 
For regular rings the converse is also true, cf. [6; 7. lo]. 
In Section 3 we turn to endomorphism rings. If End&U) has stable range 1, then 
M cancels from direct sums of R-modules (that is, M@NI =M@N2 implies NI =Nz 
for any right R-modules NI, Nz), cf. (6; 4.131. For example, if M is projective and if 
R is regular and has stable range 1, then End&V) is regular and has stable range 1, 
cf. [6; 4.7 and 4,121, so M cancels from direct sums. There exist regular rings having 
stable range 1 with cyclic modules which do not cancel from direct sums, cf. [6; 
5.131, so the projectivity condition cannot be dropped. In 16; Problem 531, 
Goodearl asks if the projectivity condition can be dropped if R is restricted to be a 
regular ring whose primitive factor rings are artinian. Our main result says that this 
is indeed the case. 
Theorem D. If R is a regular ring whose primitive factor rings are artinian, then 
End&V.‘) is a z-regular ring whose primitive factor rings are artinian. (Hence 
End,?(M) is strongly n-regular and has stable range 1, and thus A4 cancels from 
direct sums). 
The fact that EndR(M) is strongly n-regular is due to Armendariz-Fisher-Snider 
[l] and is included for completeness. 
Theorem E. Let m, n be positive integers. If M is an m-generator ight R-module 
and R is a regular ring of index at most n, then EndR(M) is a n-regular ring of index 
at most mn. 
In the case where M is projective this was known, cf. [6; 7.131. 
2. Characterizations and properties 
Recall that an I-ring is a ring in which every non-nil right ideal contains a nonzero 
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idempotent; for example n-regular rings are I-rings. We say that R is semisimple if 
its Jacobson radical, J(R), is zero. We say that R is decomposable if it contains a 
central idempotent f 0, 1, and indecomposable otherwise. 
We shall make repeated use of the following consequence of (8; Theorem 3, p. 
2391, which contains the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Theorem A. 
Lemma 1. If R is a semisimple I-ring whose primitive factor rings are artinian, then 
every nonzero ideal of R contains a nonzero central idempotent. (In particular, if R 
is indecomposable, then R is simple artinian). 
The most difficult step in the proof of Theorem A is (b) = (c), and for this we need 
four lemmas. The first two are patterned on [6; 2.18). 
Lemma 2. If a is an element of R such that a E aRa, then there exists an idempotent 
e such that aR = eR and e - a E (a - a2)R. 
Proof. Say a=axa. Then a(x+l -ax)a=a(xa+a-a)=a so the element e= 
a(x+ 1 -ax) is an idempotent such that aR = eR and e-a = (a - a2)x. 
An ideal I of R is said to be n-regular in R if for each a E I there exist a positive 
integer n and an XE R such that a” = a”xa”. 
Lemma 3. if I is an ideal of R that is n-regular in R, then for any countable 
sequence of orthogonal idempotents in R/I, fl, f2, . . . there exists a sequence of 
orthogonal idempotents in R,el, ez, . . . such that en =f,, for all n. 
Proof. The e; are constructed inductively, starting at the vacuous case. Thus we 
take ns0 and assume et,...,e” have been constructed. Here the element 
e=l -(et+..- + e,) is idempotent, possibly 1. Choose any x E R such that X = fn + I. 
Since the f; are orthogonal idempotents, Lifn + IP = f,, + I, so on replacing x with exe we 
may assume exe = x. Now xz - x E I and I is n-regular in R so there exists a positive 
integer m such that 
Multiplying by (1 +x + .a+  x’“- I)” gives (x” + ’ - x)‘” E x”Rx” and thus 
x’“ExmRxm=x’“eRexm. By Lemma 2 there exists an idempotent e,+ 1 E eRe such 
that 
en+l-xm E (x” - x2m)eRe c I 
sOPn.,=P=f~+,= fn+ 1. This completes the inductive definition of the en. 
Lemma 4. If R is a semisimple I-ring that is not artinian, then R contains an infinite 
sequence of nonzero orthogonal idempotents. 
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Proof. Set lo= R, a right ideal that is not completely reducible. Inductively suppose 
n 10 and we are given a right ideal I,, that is not completely reducible. In particular, 
I,, properly contains some nonzero right ideal that cannot be nil because R is semi- 
simple. Hence there exists an idempotent e such that OCeRCIn SO A=eROJ for 
some right ideal J and either eR or J is not completely reducible. Thus we may write 
I, = In+ I @ Jn + 1 with I,+ 1 not completely reducible. By induction we then have for 
eachnrOIn=In+t@Jn+t. HenceR=Jt@--.@Jn@InforeachnrO. Letendenote 
the J,, component of 1 in this direct sum. Then ei, ez, . . . is an infinite sequence of 
nonzero orthogonal idempotents. 
An ideal of R is called primitive if it is the annihilator of an irreducible right R- 
module, and feff primitive if it is the annihilator of an irreducible left R-module. 
Lemma 5. If P is a primitive ideal of R and x, y E R\P, then there exists z E R such 
that (xz)“y E R \P for all n 11. 
Proof. Let M be an irreducible right R-module with annihilator P. For each XE R 
writeMx={m~M~mx=O}.Ifx,y~R\P, thenMx,MYcMsoMxUMvCMandwe 
may choose an m E M\(MxUMY). Since M is irreducible, mxR = M so there exists 
ZER such that mxz=m. Then for all nrl m(xz)“y=myfO so (xz)“y~R\P as 
desired. 
This property is not shared by all prime ideals, as can be seen by considering a 
prime ring with a nonzero nil ideal. 
Proof of Theorem A. (a) 3 (d). This is clear from Lemma 1. 
(d)*(b). Suppose (b) fails. Then there is a countable sequence of orthogonal 
idempotents in R,el, ez, . . . , and a countable sequence of elements in R,xl,xz, . . . such 
that for each n the element 
yn= h(.-- h(h(elxl)e2xz) -a- enxn) 
is nonzero. Notice that ylR 2 y2R a .-- and by definition of h, ynR =f,,R for some 
idempotent f,,. As in the proof of [6; 6.11 or [8; Lemma, p. 2121 there is a left 
primitive ideal I of R such that f,,c R\I for all n. Hence R/I is not artinian and (d) 
fails. 
(b)=(c). Suppose (c) fails. Then there is a subring S of R with an ideal I such that 
I is n-regular in S and S/J is z-regular, but some primitive factor ring S/P (Pa Z) is 
not artinian. By Lemma 4, S/P has a countable sequence of nonzero orthogonal 
idempotents. This sequence lifts to S/I by Lemma 3 (since S/I is n-regular) and 
thence to S by another application of Lemma 3 (since I is n-regular in S). Thus S\P 
has a countable sequence of orthogonal idempotents ei,ez, . . . . By Lemma 5 there 
exists XI ES such that h(elxl)ezES\P. Again by Lemma 5 there exists x2eS such 
that h(h(elxl)ezxz)e3ES\P. By induction, one deduces that (b) fails. (Notice that 
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here it was irrelevant whether or not S and R are the same identity element). 
(c)=(a) is obvious - take S = R, Z= 0. 
(a) = (e) for arbitrary rings, for if the primitive factor rings of R are (simple) 
artinian then they satisfy the E-condition, and hence so does R by [S; Lemma, p. 
2121, cf. the proof of [8; Theorem 3, p. 2391. 
(e)=(a). Suppose (e) holds so R is n-regular and satisfies the E-condition. Let P 
be any primitive ideal of R. Write C for the set of all ideals I of R contained in P 
such that for every idempotent e in R and finite sequence of orthogonal isomorphic 
idempotents in R/I, gl, . . . ,gn, such that gi EP(R/Z)& there exist orthogonal 
isomorphic idempotents in R. fl, . . . , f,such thatfiEeReand_7’,=gi, i=l,...,n. 
Clearly 0 E C, Further, C is inductive (that is, the union of any chain in C belongs 
to C) so by Zorn’s Lemma, C has a maximal element, Q say. Since Q lies in C and R 
satisfies the E-condition, one can verify that R/Q satisfies the E-condition. Also, 
since R/Q is n-regular, J(R/Q) is nil. Writing J(R/Q) = Z/Q we see P 2 ZZ Q. It 
follows from (8; Propositions 1, 3, 5, pp. 53-541 that IEC. Hence by the 
maximality of Q, I= Q so R/Q is semisimple. If P# Q. then P/Q is a nonzero ideal 
of R/Q so by Lemma 1 contains a nonzero central idempotent r+ Q. It is easy to see 
that Q + RrR belongs to C, which contradicts the maximality of Q. So P= Q. Thus 
R/P satisfies the E-condition and is a primitive n-regular ring and so is simple 
artinian by [8; Theorem 2, p. 2381, cf. the proof of [8; Theorem 3, p. 2391. This 
completes the proof of Theorem A. 
The proof of Theorem B will be similar to the proof of (e) = (a) above. The stable 
range 1 part is elementary. 
Lemma 6. If every indecomposable semisimple factor ring of R is artinian, then R 
has stable range 1. 
Proof. Suppose R does not have stable range 1. Then there exist X, y E R such that 
XR + yR = R but x+ yR does not contain a unit. Let C be the set of ideals Z of R such 
that X+p(R/Z) does not contain a unit. Then OE C and C is inductive so C has a 
maximal element, Q say. Replacing R by R/Q we may assume that for every proper 
factor ring R of R, X+gZ? contains a unit. By our hypothesis there are three 
possibilities: R decomposable, J(R) # 0, R simple artinian. 
If R is decomposable, say R =Sx T with x=(st, tl), y=(sz, tz), then there exist 
s E S, TV T such that st + str;, tl + t2t are units in S, T respectively, so x+y(s, t) is a 
unit in R, a contradiction. 
If J(R)#O, then _F+J(R/J(R)) contains a unit, contradicting the fact that non- 
units in R map to non-units in R/J(R). 
If R is simple artinian, then R has stable range 1, a contradiction. This completes 
the proof of the lemma. 
(It is interesting to note that the properties in the hypotheses of Lemma 6 lift to 
endomorphism rings of finitely generated projective modules). 
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Proof of Theorem B. Here R is a n-regular ring whose primitive factor rings are 
artinian. Suppose R is not strongly r-regular so for some a~ R a”RIa”+ ‘R for all 
n. By factoring out an ideal I maximal such that I + a”R 3 I+ an+ ‘R for all n, we 
may assume that for each proper factor ring R of R, there exists a positive integer n 
such that 0”R = On+ ‘R. 
By Lemma 1 we have the usual three possibilities: R decomposable, J(R)#O, R 
simple artinian. 
If R is decomposable, say R = Sx T with a=@, t). Then for some n, s”S=s”+‘S 
t”T= t”+ ‘T so a”R = an+ ‘R, a contradiction. 
If J(R) # 0, then for some n, J(R) + a*R = J(R) + a”+ ‘R. Taking n sufficiently 
large we may assume a”R = eR for some idempotent e. Then a” = ea”E eJ(R) + 
ea”+ ‘R = a”J(R) + a n+ ‘R and hence a”c an+ ‘R, a contradiction. 
If R is simple artinian then R is strongly n-regular, a contradiction. 
This completes the proof that R is strongly n-regular; that R has stable range 1 is 
clear from Lemmas 1 and 6. 
Proof of Theorem C. If R has index at most n. then R is easily seen to satisfy the E- 
condition, so by Theorem A the primitive factor rings of R are artinian. 
3. Endomorphism rings of finitely generated modules 
We begin by considering an example to show that one cannot hope to get much 
information about End&M) assuming only that R is n-regular with primitive factor 
rings artinian. 
Example 7. Let D c F be any extension of skew fields and E any ring with D C E c F. 
Then the ring 
is a (left artinian) n-regular ring of index 2. The right ideal 
has idealizer 
so End&V) = S/I= E and we have virtually no information about E; it need not be 
n-regular, nor have stable range 1, nor have primitive factor rings artinian. 
In connection with this example it is interesting to note that if R is strongly IL- 
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regular then, by the proof of [l; Theorem 1, (a)=(b)], injective endomorphisms of 
cyclic R-modules are automorphisms. 
In light of the example we consider ourselves fortunate to be able to say the 
following 
Proposition 8. Let R be a n-regular ring whosepritnitivefactor rings are artinian. If 
M is cyclic and EndR(M) is n-regular, then all the primitive factor rings of EndR(M) 
are aftinian. 
Proof. Since M is cyclic, End&M) = S/I for some subring S of R and right ideal I of 
R. We claim that I is n-regular in S. By Theorem B, R is strongly n-regular, so for 
each acl there exists xcR and a positive integer n such that a”=a”+‘x, ax=xa. 
Hence a” = a”(ax” + ’ )a” E a”fa”c a”Sa”. Now the result follows by Theorem A. 
Using Proposition 8, Morita equivalence and [l] we now prove the main result: 
Proof of Theorem D. Let M be generated by n elements so M” is a cyclic Rn- 
module. Since End&V) = EndR,(M”) we are reduced to considering the case where 
M is cyclic. By [I; Proposition 2.31 End&M) is strongly n-regular. (The essence of 
this result is that M satisfies Fitting’s Lemma, cf. 11; Theorem 2.51 or [6; 6.151) SO 
by Proposition 8 all the primitive factor rings of EndR(M) are artinian, as desired. 
Proof of Theorem E. Here R is a regular ring with index at most n and M is an m- 
generator R-module. LetJE End&ICI). Consider any prime ideal P of R, and denote 
the image off in EndR/p(M/MP) by J By Theorem C, R/P is (simple) artinian of 
index at most n. Since M/MP is an m-generator R/P-module, its composition 
length is at most mn, so Im f”“= Im 3”‘“’ I. As this holds for every prime ideal P of 
R, one can use the argument in the proof of [6; 6.151 to show that Im f”“= 
Im f”“’ I. Thus EndR(M) has index at most mn. 
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